Abstract-This paper investigates stability analysis and design of reset control systems of which the reset times are pre-specified. Firstly, in order to testify stability of reset control systems, we propose an approach which does not rely on the stability of base linear systems. Based on this, some Lie-algebraic conditions are also obtained. Then, we develop a method of reset law design which aims at improving transient response of the base linear systems. In addition, observer based design is also considered. We prove that under some mild conditions, reset controller and observer can be designed separately. The obtained results are applied to short-span seeking control of a kind of single stage hard disk drive servo systems. Simulations show that the proposed design is more capable of improving transient response than traditional one.
I. INTRODUCTION
Reset control was firstly proposed by Clegg [1] to overcome limitations of linear control. This reset controller, termed as Clegg-integrator, consists of an integrator and a reset law which resets the amount of integration to zero when its input crosses zero. From the basic idea of reset control, one can see that reset control is capable of reducing windup caused by integration. Moreover, a Clegg integrator has a same magnitude-frequency slope as a pure integrator, but with 51.90 less phase lag. This favourable property helps to enlarge phase margin of a system. In [2] , Krishman and Horowitz developed a quantitative control design procedure of Clegg integrator. In [3] , Horowitz and Rodenbaum generalized the concept of reset control to higher order-systems. Refer to [4] in which relative researches are summarized.
A lot of works show the advantages of reset control over linear control. For instance, in [5] , an example is presented to show that reset control can achieve some control specifications which cannot be achieved by any ordinary linear control. Besides, [6] shows that reset control can achieve much better senor noises suppression while without degrading disturbance rejection nor losing of gain or phase margins. These advantages make reset control an important technique in performance improving. See [7] , [8] and [9] for instance.
There are in general two steps in reset control design [10] : linear compensator design and reset element design. Linear compensator is designed to meet all performance specifications except output overshoot, then reset element is designed to meet other specifications. As we know, a reset controller can improve closed-loop performance only when the reset law interacts well with the base linear system. In other words, if the reset controller is not appropriately designed, it may have little contribution to the performance improvement, or even cause performance degradation. For example, reset control may destroy the stability of the closed-loop system if it does not cooperate with the base linear system. In reset control system design, there are three basic problems: stability analysis, base linear system design and reset law design.
For stability analysis, there are lots of literatures addressing this issue, See [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] etc. Most of these existing results require stability of base linear system. In fact, stability of a reset control system results from resultant action of base linear system and resettings. Each of these two factors can contribute to or destroy the stability of the overall system. Note that reset control systems are also known as impulsive systems. Many stability results which are not rely on the stability of base linear systems have been obtained in literatures. See [15] for instance.
For reset control design, more efforts are put on the design of base linear system in existing literatures. The reset law adopted is in general the traditional one, i.e., reset the state of controller to zero while tracking error crossing zero. Base linear system is then designed to interact well with the reset law. We refer to this kind of reset control as traditional reset control in this paper. Actually, reset control can be more general, for instance, the time and the amount of reset can both be designed so that the reset law and the base linear system can cooperate better with each other.
The purpose of this paper is to propose an novel approach for stability analysis of reset control systems and a method of reset law design.
We firstly compound the actions of base linear system and resettings to generate a new system which we call it induced difference system. Then show that, under some mild conditions, the stability of a reset control system is equivalent to stability of its induced difference system. Based on this, we obtain some new results about stability of reset control systems. The obtained results do not rely on the stability of base linear system.
Secondly, we propose a reset law design approach. We focus on systems of which the base linear systems are already appropriately designed and the reset times are pre-specified. A reset law is designed aiming to minimize some performance function. In case of equidistant reset control, we show that the resulting reset law is time invariant.
In addition, since the state of the plant is in general not obtainable in practice systems, we also consider observerbased reset control systems. We show that under some mild conditions, reset controller and observer can be designed separately.
As application, we apply the proposed technique to shortspan seeking control of a kind of single stage hard disk drive systems. Simulations show that the proposed reset control has an advantage over traditional reset control on improving transient response.
This paper is arranged as follows. In Section II, we firstly propose the concept of induced difference system, then investigate stability of reset control system. In Section III, we propose a method of reset law design. In Section IV, we consider observer based reset control systems. The proposed method is applied to a kind hard disk drive systems in Section V. Section VI is the conclusion. is the reference signal, n is the measurement noise. The set of reset times {tk} is an unbounded time sequence increasing monotonously with respect to k, k C E+, i.e., tk < tk+l for any k C E+ and limk,, tk +oo. In traditional reset control, the set of reset times is defined as {tk} {t,k e(tk) O,tk < tk+1}. In other words, reset actions are triggered by the tracking error. In this paper, we assume the reset times are pre-specified. In order to assure the existence of solutions, we always assume there are finite reset actions in any finite time interval.
Combining (1) and (2) (4) We assume that the solution of system (4) 
We call system (5) the induced difference system of impulsive system (4). In general, in order to analyze the stability of system (4), we find a Lyapunov function V(x) such that V(x) [16] , [17] , [18] and [19] for instance), we have the following. Then impulsive system (4) is asymptotically stable. D
III. RESET LAW DESIGN
In this section, we investigate how to reset the states of controller so as to improve system performance. We assume that the base linear system has been appropriately designed and that the reset times are predefined.
Consider reset control system (See Fig.2 (14) and the Hessian matrix of Jk with respect to , (t) is 2F Thus the reset law which minimizes Jk is given by pk(,r)T (F2k2)-1Fk (tk), (15) or equivalently,
Pk(x r) =(F22 ) 21 F X x r) + Zrr. =2(F21ld (tk) + F,2U2(Z(t+) + X22(,r)) (18) and the Hessian matrix is also 2F 22. Hence, if F22 > 0, the reset law which minimizes Jk is
or equivalently, (16) Pk(x,r) -(F"2) Suppose that the base linear system (i.e., ,= 0) is asymptotically stable. When ,u varies from 1 to 0, the closed-loop system changes from being unstable to being asymptotically stable.
On the other hand, according to (18) , we have
Thus Jk (&p (d,r, t) ) is monotonously decreasing whe varies from 0 to 1. Thus we can always choose u C ( such that the closed-loop system is asymptotically stable at the same time, Jk(pk(&r, 1)) < Jk(pk(&r, T)) < Jk(pk(&r, O)).
The above inequality indicates that the performance inde the resulting reset control system is always less than th, the base linear system, though the minimal index can n achieved.
In the coordinate of x, reset law (21) becomes pk(X, rT,) (1)).
IV. OBSERVER-BASED RESET CONTROL In this section, we consider observer-based reset control tems, show that reset controller and observer can be desi separately. For .n ,ut '0,1) and 2) controller (23) asymptotically stabilizes system (22) with a common Lyapunov function P > 0 satisfying LkPLk -P < -Q, k 1, 2, ,.
where Q > 0;
3) {Gk} and {Fk} are bounded and 0 < 6t < Atk < 
